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TORNADOES, HAILSTORMS, AND WATERSJ.>OUTS , 1 near it after the uprush has been sufficiently exhausted. 

At this season of the year, when storms of limited area Sometimes, as in the case of the cloud burst, an almost in
and great violence are apt to occur, we are equally apt to credible amount of accumulated hail may fall in a short 
suffer from outbreaks of newspaper meteorology which are time, when the energy of the system is suddenly spent, 
sometimes almost as appalling as the phenomena they attempt The formation of large hailstones by concentric layers of 
to explain, We may be excused, therefore, for assuming clear ice and white snow, laid on like the coats of an onion 
that the subject is one of popular interest, and for compil- will be readily understood from the foregoing. As many a� 
ing some of the more significant and certain results of ob- thirteen layers have been observed in large hailstones, show
servation and scientific deduction with regard to the origin, ing that they must have made h alf a dozen circuits, heinu
conditions, and behavior of this class of storms. successively thrown out of the froty vortex above and sucked 

A favorable opportunity for doing this is furnished by the in below by the inflowing currents,each time adding- to their 
recent publication of the 10th appendix to the report of the coatings of snow and ice before their final fall to earth. 
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Remit by postal order. Address at great length, with a comparison of the results thus ob-I center. Their destructive effects are sudden and often 
)WNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York. tained with the facts of observation. We may safely draw 
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great, but the area of violence is small, In the center of a 

The Scientific Alllerican Supplement from this treatise such information as may seem of interest waterspout, as in that of a tornado when in full force no 
Is a distinct paper from the SCIE"TIFIC AMERICAN. 'rHE SUPPLEMENT d " , 
Is issued weekly. Every number contains 16 octavo pages, uniform in size to Ian smen at thiS time, with reasonable confidence that we 

I 
rain falls or water descends in any form, though a hewy 

with SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Terms of subscription for SUPPLEMI"NT, shall not be misled with respect either to facts or inferences. I shower often falls in the vicinity, On land dust and lilbt 
''$5.00 a year, postage paid, to subscribers. Single copies, 10 cents. Sold by Although largely similar to cyclones, and govel'nea by the II substances are carried up, and as they are being collectd 
all news dealers throug-hout the country. 
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will be sent for One year postage free. on receipt of seven doUars. Both meteoric phenomena. The initial temperature conditions I below, they assume the form of a cone, which meets the 
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I deRcending spout, falling apparently from the clouds, and The safest way to remit is bv draft postal order, or registered letter. I 
Address MUNN & CO .• 37 Park Row. N. Y. The conditions of tornadoes depend rather upon vertical re-
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thus give the whole phenomenon the appearance of an hour-

Scientific ,llllerican Export Edition. lations of temperature, under which the unstable equilib- glass, 
The SCII<;N'£I FIC AMI';RI CAN Export Edition is a l"rge and splendid per!- rium of the atmosphere is liable to be violently disturbed 'I The observed diameters of waterspouts range between two 
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1881. surface. The former largely prevent the air from pressing such as to not quite reduce the tension and temperature 

in tofill up the partial vacuum near the center, while the in the center, so as to condense the aqueous vapor and 
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being dispersed by the infiowing currents from all sides high up in the air, is a patch of white cloud, formed by the 
toward the vortex, When the sustaining energy of the tor- condensation of the vapor when it reaches the required 
nado is exhausted by friction or by the weight of water ac- height, The bulls-eye squalls on the west coast of Africa 
cumulated in the cloud, the water is liable to fall in mass, are of precisely the same nature, In these cases the air is too 
causing what is called a cloud burst, This is especially dry to furnish the cloud necessary to make the spout, or 
liable to occur in mountainous regions, for contact with a center of the gyratory movement ,  visible, 
mountain must greatly interfere with the gyratory motion of In hot dry climates these ascending whirls of air form 
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Ing. On the Almirante Brown, Argentine Steel-faced Corvette. places and force its way in a solid stream down through the regions is the terrible cold and the deprivation of light, 
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_ must be no unusual one in tornadoes, would sustain even at tive power, the very article that the northerly world supplies 
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